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Growing up with Reliable Toy

If you were born several years before 1920, you would have been in the First Generation. That is, the first generation to be delighted from playing with the creations of Reliable Toy Co. It has been 60 years since Reliable was born in humble lodgings in Toronto. Reliable grew with each succeeding Canadian generation to become the oldest and largest toymaker in Canada, a pioneer in every respect including quality and safety. Reliable toys are found in more than 30 countries around the globe. We're big. But more important, we're totally Canadian owned. And 90 per cent of our toys are Canadian-designed. As Reliable grew in its early years, headed by Alex Samuels, history was made. You're not likely to find it in cold history texts, but there's warm nostalgia in the hearts of many Canadians who remember — 1922, Reliable's original "Mamma" doll that cried when turned on its back; followed in the Thirties by Shirley Temple, Snow White, and in 1949 Canada's own sweetheart on skates, Barbara Ann Scott and the CBC's Maggie Muggins. A variety of Walt Disney characters followed in the 1950s, followed by Tammy and her wardrobe. In the past couple of years, however, one doll holds the title as the Most Popular in Canada — Reliable's original Doll'n Toter. The grand champion Canadian toy that is recognized internationally is the world's first plastic pedal toy— the Reely Ride-em Tractor introduced in 1961, this Reliable original is popular to this day in advanced design. There were many others of course, Reliable makes about 1,300 varieties of toys a year including an increasing number of educational models. Reliable's pioneering in plastics after World War II brought a new safety feature into toys. Sharp edges and splinters were avoided and the toys didn't rust. In 1966, Alex Samuels died and an era ended. But his perseverance for quality and safety was carried on. Reliable's safety consciousness has increased in the last few years under new president Mannie Grossman and the sons of Alex Samuels, Laurie and Herb, vice-presidents. Important safety standards in manufacturing were urged by Grossman in 1969. The Canadian Government and the toy industry are working now to bring these about. For Reliable's 50th Anniversary in 1970 we pledge continued and strengthened leadership in the design and manufacture of toys for Canadian children and those around the world.

Grandit avec Reliable Toy

Si vous étiez nés plusieurs années avant 1920, vous auriez appartenu à la Première Génération. C'est la Première Génération qui eut le plaisir de jouer des créations de Reliable Toy Co. Cela faisait 50 ans que Reliable Toy était né dans un humble atelier de Toronto. Reliable a grandi avec chaque Génération Canadienne pour devenir le plus ancien et le plus large fabricant de jouets au Canada; un pionnier en tout sens, incluant qualité et sécurité. Les jouets Reliable sont trouvés dans plus de 30 pays autour du globe. Nous sommes grand. Mais plus important, nous sommes entièrement propriétaire Canadien. Et 90% des plans de nos jouets sont canadiens.

Comme Reliable a grandi dans ces années avec Alex Samuels en tête, l'histoire fut faite. Probablement, vous ne la trouverez pas dans les textes de l'histoire, mais il y a une chaude nostalgie dans les coeurs de plusieurs Canadiens qui se rappellent...

1922, l'original poupée "Mamman" qui cria quand on la tournait sur le dos; suivit dans les années 30, de Shirley Temple, Blanche Neige, et en 1949, la délicieuse Canadienne Barbara Ann Scott et Maggie Muggins à l'écran de votre télévision.

1950, une variété de personnages de Walt Disney, poursuivis par Tammy et sa garde-robe. Dans les quelques dernières années, cependant, une poupée tint le titre de la Plus Populaire au Canada — Porte-Poupée (Doll'n Toter).

Le premier jouet a pédale en plastique, reconnu internationalement dans le monde comme le grand Champion des jouets Canadiens — le tracteur "Reely Ride-em", introduit en 1961, ce jouet Reliable est populaire en ce jour dans la modernisation de son design.

Il y en avait plusieurs autres naturellement, Reliable fait environ 1,300 variétés de jouets annuellement, incluant un monstre augmentant de modèles éducatifs.

Après la 2ème guerre mondiale, les pionniers de Reliable ont apporté une nouvelle caractéristique dans les jouets de plastique. Les bords tranchants et les parties de bois furent enlevée et les jouets ne rouillèrent pas. En 1969, Alex Samuels mourut et une époque se termina. Mais sa persévérance pour la qualité et la sécurité fut continuée.

Dans les quelques dernières années, la connaissance de sécurité de Reliable a augmenté, sous le nouveau Président Mannie Grossman et les fils d'Alex Samuels, Laurie et Herb, vice-présidents.


Pour le 50ème anniversaire de Reliable en 1970, nous nous engageons à continuer et à élargir notre commandement dans le projet et l'industrie des jouets, pour les enfants du Canada et ceux autour du monde.
1864 — SECRET AGENT MACHINE GUN
Approximately 25½" long. Continuous fire by pulling the trigger. Each on card. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 13.6 lbs.

1868 — ELEPHANT SAFARI GUN

1901 — TARGET FUN GAME
Consists of 7" Gun with two rubber tipped darts. Packed each on colourful target in poly bag. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 6.4 lbs.

1905 — SPIN-EM TARGET GAME
7" Shooting Pistol with two safe rubber tipped darts. Stand up target with four brightly coloured plastic birds. Shrink wrapped. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 3.3 lbs.

1907 — TWIN BARREL AUTOMATIC W/DARTS AND TARGET
Set consists of twin barrel automatic and safe rubber tipped darts. Packed each set on colourful target. Shrink wrapped. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 16.6 lbs.

1931 — BAGATELLE ASSORTMENT

1946 — WALT DISNEY RING TOSS GAME
Two Walt Disney favourites — Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck. These brightly coloured fellows are 9½" tall and are complete with two rings. Each in poly bag with tab. Assorted 24 per carton. Approximate weight 9.0 lbs.

1947 — PEG-A-RING TOSS GAME
Hours of fun for all the family — brightly coloured scoreboard comes in clown motif with pegs and four rings. Each in poly bag. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 13.3 lbs.
1949 — **KANGAROO BALL TOSS GAME**
Approximately 15" tall this brightly coloured Kangaroo comes complete with four colourful plastic balls that can be pitched into the Kangaroo pouch. Each set in poly bag with tab. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 20.0 lbs.

1961 — **TWIN TOSS RING AND HORSE SHOE GAME**
Set consisting of four rings, four horse shoes and two three piece bases. Packed on a shrink card. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 18.0 lbs.

1962 — **HORSE SHOE GAME**
Set consisting of four horse shoes with one three piece base moulded in bright assorted colours. Packed in a poly bag with card. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 17.0 lbs.

1963 — **RING TOSS GAME**
Set consisting of four rings with one three piece base moulded in bright assorted colours. Packed in a poly bag with card. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 17.0 lbs.

1964 — **SPACE RING TOSS GAME**
Set consists of one colourful base with blow moulded spacemen mounted on base and four moulded rings. Each set in poly bag with tab. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 16.5 lbs.
1966 — GLOWING MOON RING TOSS GAME
Set consisting of one blow moulded base with one spaceman mounted on base and two rings. Packed each set on shrink card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 14.0 lbs.

1967 — PITCH DART GAME
A new concept of fun for all the family; consisting of four safe, weight-ed darts and two rings for targets. Packed each set on shrink card. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 18.0 lbs.

1979 — PADDLE BALL GLOWING ACTION
Approximate 10½” long 6¼” wide bat with 1¼” diameter ball attached to bat with an elastic. Moulded in glow material. Each on a shrink card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 13.0 lbs.

WHAT’S NEW FOR 1970?
LOOK FOR THIS SIGN
NEW
MADE IN CANADA — FABRIQUE AU CANADA
2017 — **IGLOO WITH DOG BANK**

Approximately 5 1/2". Finely moulded in white polyethylene with painted details. Packed bulk: 36 per carton. Approximate weight 16.0 lbs.

2015 — **CANOE BANK**

Approximately 15". A finely detailed polyethylene bank with simulated birch bark finish. Comes complete with coin slot and removable plug. Packed in shrink film. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 11.6 lbs.

2013 — **B. M. CASH REGISTER BANK**

Approximately 6" high, durable blow moulded polyethylene Cash Register Bank in assorted bright colours. Comes complete with bell ringing action and dollar register. Packed bulk. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 16.0 lbs.

2016 — **MOON BANK**

Approximately 5" in diameter on 1" base. Realistically designed with craters and mountain ranges. Comes complete with free hand spray for shadow effect, coin slot and coin plug. Packed bulk, tissue wrapped. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 15.0 lbs.

2015 — **MOON BANK**

As 2016 but 10" long. Packed bulk. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 14.4 lbs.

2010 — **BARREL BANK**

7" high in polyethylene with moulded wood effect. Staves and hoop detail. Packed bulk. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 9.6 lbs.

2007 — **BEAR BANK**

10 1/2" high in polyethylene with contrasting colour decoration. Coin slot and removable plug. Packed in shrink film. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 11.6 lbs.

2009 — **BARREL BANK**

7" high in polyethylene with moulded wood effect. Staves and hoop detail. Packed bulk. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 9.6 lbs.

2009 — **SYLVESTER ELEPHANT BANK**

Approximately 8 1/2". Play-N-Save Bank. Place penny, nickel, dime or quarter in Sylvester’s trunk, press the lever behind the saddle, Sylvester raises his trunk, coin drops into saddle. To repeat action, move trunk back to original position. High impact plastic bank unlocks from base with special ornate key. Packed each in a shrink box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 6.5 lbs.
2102 — CARPENTER SET
Six piece set for the Junior Carpenter — Safe, will not harm furniture. Each set on shrink card. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 12.7 lbs.

2105 — TOOL TOTER WITH B. M. TOOLS
Set consists of Blow Moulded Tool Box with moulded in wood effect and five pieces of tools of bright durable polyethylene. Shrink wrapped. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 23.0 lbs.

2107 — B. M. TOOL SET
Three piece set of bright durable polyethylene. Each set on shrink card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 9.0 lbs.

2111 — CARPET SWEEPER

2112 — HIGH HEEL SHOES
Junior Style High Heel Shoes in realistic colours. Complete with "Mod" style earrings. Each set on shrink card. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 15.0 lbs.

2113 — TIDY MISS HOUSEKEEPING SET
Consisting of Broom, Carpet Sweeper and Dust Pan. Each set on shrink card. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 10.0 lbs.

2114 — CASH REGISTER
6" high. Works realistically. Each sale registers and divided drawer opens. Each in shrink display box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 10.0 lbs.

2115 — CRASH HELMET
Moulded in bright new "HOT" colours of durable polyethylene with adjustable head harness. Packed bulk. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 11.0 lbs.

2161 — CASH REGISTER
7 1/2" high. Works like a real Cash Register. Beautifully moulded in attractive colour combinations. Packed each in a shrink display box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 18.5 lbs.

2162 — CASH REGISTER
8" Lever Activated, swing away wringer transparent tab and lid. Each in shrink display box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 11.0 lbs.

2171 — WASHING MACHINE
8" Lever Activated, swing away wringer transparent tab and lid. Each in shrink display box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 11.0 lbs.
2202 MOSEGETAR
21” Attractively decorated with Walt Disney characters complete with tuning keys, nylon strings and pick. Each on card-shrunk. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 12.4 lbs.

2204 BANJO
21” Authentically reproduced banjo with tuning keys and nylon strings. Packed each on a card-shrunk. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 15.0 lbs.

2176 AUTOMATIC WASHING MACHINE
Approximately 5¼” x 5” x 8” high. High impact plastic Automatic Washing Machine with clear plastic washing compartment and giant agitator. Top loading washer has clear lid; from window and back cover to show the action of the large colourful plastic gears. Wash water drain hose and handle at side which gives washing action when turned. Comes complete with six assorted towels. Packed in a colourful display box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 16.0 lbs.

2208 COLOUR CODED GUITAR
Approximately 24” modern style guitar with eight varicoloured keys for playing by colour. Easy action turn wheel and colour coded music book supplied. Packed each in a box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 14.0 lbs.

2209 MOD GUITAR
24” long. Modern styled four string guitar comes complete with tuning keys and pick. Packed each on a card-shrunk. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 12.0 lbs.

2177 AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER
Approximately 5½” x 5” x 8” high. High impact Dishwasher containing clear plastic washing compartment that holds dish drain rack and rotor blades; with clear lid; front window and back cover to show the action of the large colourful plastic gears; top loading dishwasher with water drain hose at side which gives washing action when turned. Included—a set of plastic dishes. Packed each in colourful display box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 17.5 lbs.

2211 MOSEGETAR
21” attractively decorated with Walt Disney characters. Complete with tuning keys, nylon strings and pick. Each in a colourful display box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 12.4 lbs.

2211 TOM TOM DRUM
7” high. One piece drum in bright colours. Complete with two drum sticks. Packed bulk, shrink wrapped. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 13.6 lbs.

2260 MUSICAL TYPewriter
A new concept of learning to play music. All plastic Musical Typewriter with metal music bars. Play by colour, Play by number, Play by music. Comes complete with colour coded and numbered music sheet and keys. Each packed in full colour box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 15.0 lbs.
2404 — PRINCESS TELEPHONE
8¼” Moulded in bright colours with clear dial and realistic sound. Complete with coin slot and removable plug. Each in poly bag with tab. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 15.6 lbs.

2405 — MODERN TELEPHONE
Full size 8½”. Modern telephone in bright polyethylene with clear dial and realistic sound. Complete with coin slot and removable plug. Each in poly bag with tab. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 17.0 lbs.

2411 — CONTREMPRA® TELEPHONE
Approximately 9¼” x 5½” base with 8½” x 2½” receiver. The latest styling in telephones and replica to the finest detail of the real “Contempra” phone made by Northern Electric. The “Contempra” phone is both a desk set and a wall phone. Comes complete with a turning dial and fingerstop set into the receiver. Packed each in a display box, shrink wrapped, 24 per carton, approximate shipping weight 15.5 lbs. *Reg’d T.M.

2412 — CONTREMPRA® PHONE
Approximately 9¼” x 5½” base with 8¼” x 2¼” receiver. The latest styling in telephones and replica to the finest detail of the real “Contempra” phone made by Northern Electric. The “Contempra” phone is both a desk set and a wall phone. Comes complete with Push Button effect in the receiver. Packed each in a display box. Shrink wrapped, 24 per carton. Approximate weight 16.5 lbs. *Reg’d T.M.

2431 — MODERN PHONE — PUSH BUTTON
THE DESK SET GETS NEW LOOK! Compact “Executive” styling with Push Buttons replacing the dial. Conveniently shaped push buttons are set in a contrasting groove textured panel. As each button is pressed, the bell rings and buttons return. Phone is made of soft, safe, durable plastic. High tensile unbreakable cord in matching colour. Assorted decorator colours. Approximate size: Height 4”, Base 4¼” x 7”. Packed each in a view box, 12 per carton. Approximate weight 9.2 lbs.

2470 — CHARLIE MY PHONE
Approximately 8½”. The telephone with a flair of humour and personality. Charlie’s lovable clown face features frolicking eyes that roll up and down as crank is turned and bell rings. His bulb nose toots horn sound when squeezed. Sturdy rigid plastic cover with soft, safe, polyethylene hear handle. Brightly decorated. Packed each in a box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 10.0 lbs.

2628 — HOBBY HORSE W/SQUEAK
Approximately 36”. Detailed head of durable polyethylene in bright colours. Packed bulk. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 17.7 lbs.
2686 - DOLL CRIB
Approximately 19" of play value in this delicately moulded crib of polystyrene. Crib is complete with inflatable vinyl mattress and pillow. Each in a box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 24.0 lbs.

2684 - DOLL CRIB
Approximately 13" of play value in this delicately moulded crib of polystyrene. Crib comes complete with printed mattress. Each in a box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 13.0 lbs.

2685 - DOLL TOTER
Approximately 17" - Baby Doll "Toter" of durable plastic features vinyl harness, four colourful spin balls, nursery print simulated mattress, multiple position seat. Seat can be used as a car seat. Each in a poly bag. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 11.0 lbs.

2682 - DOLL CRADLE
Approximately 15½". Moulded in polystyrene, this delightful cradle is complete with simulated mattress printed in a delicate nursery motif. Each in a box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 16.0 lbs.

2688 - DRESS ME DOLL
Approximately 8" with realistic hair, moving arms and head, sleeping eyes. Each in poly bag with tab. 72 per carton. Approximate weight 6.2 lbs.

WHAT'S NEW FOR 1970?
LOOK FOR THIS SIGN
2801 — FOREIGN CAR ASSORTMENT
Approximately 8½” long. Moulded in authentic detail of durable polyethylene. Assortment consists of Ferrari, Mercedes-Benz, Rolls Royce and Jaguar. Packed bulk. 72 per carton. Approximate weight 14.0 lbs.

2806 — BLOW MOULDED RACER
Approximately 12” long and moulded of tough polyethylene in brightly assorted colours. Free running wheels and sprayed decoration. Packed bulk. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 20.0 lbs.

2850 — CAR AND TRUCK ASSORTMENT
Approximately 5½” long and moulded of safe, durable polyethylene in bright assorted colours. Packed bulk. 144 per carton. Approximate weight 10.3 lbs.

2853 — CAR AND TRUCK SET
Item 2850 Assortment in polyethylene bag with tab. 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 13.6 lbs.

2854 — ASSORTED TRUCKS
Approximately 6” long. Ideal candy filler. Stake, pickup and dump truck moulded in bright poly with free running wheels. Packed bulk. 144 per carton. Approximate weight 20.0 lbs.

2875 — ASSORTED TRUCKS
Approximately 6½” - 7½” long trucks. Assortment consisting of hydraulic dump truck, moving rotary tiller and double dumping loading truck. Each truck comes complete with friction drive motor, plated hubs and grills. Packed each in a shrink box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 10.3 lbs.
2862 — ASSORTED RACERS
10 Styles. Approximately 5" to 5 3/4" long. Finely detailed and complete with plated hubs and accessories. Added features — friction motor, some racers have opening doors, opening hoods or drivers. Each in poly bag with tab. 72 per floor display in shipping carton. Approximate weight 13.6 lbs.

2871 — ASSORTED RACING CARS
Approximately 6" long. A racy line of electro plated cars, six different detailed models each showcased in clear plastic display box, removable for action excitement with its powerful friction motor, moving parts, real rubber tires, racing stripes and decals. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 15.6 lbs.

2801 — BULLDOZER

2902 — EARTH HAULER
Approximately 15" ruggedly moulded and has free turning swivel coupling. Packed bulk, 36 per carton. Approximate weight 23.8 lbs.

2903 — BULLDOZER WITH EARTH HAULER
Approximately 24 1/2" long. Bulldozer blade can be raised and Earth Hauler is detachable. Each set on card in poly bag, 12 per carton. Approximate weight 19.0 lbs.

2919 — CONSTRUCTION ASSORTMENT
Assortment consists of 10" Earth Mover, 8" Bulldozer, 11" Roadscraper and 8" Steam Roller. All ruggedly moulded and with free running wheels. Packed bulk, 72 per carton. Approximate weight 21.5 lbs.
3001 — GRAVEL TRUCK

3007 — DUMP TRUCK
Item 3001 in poly bag with tab. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 20.8 lbs.

3015 — DIESEL FLOAT TRUCK WITH CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
Approximately 22½” long. New style chassis with durable float of poly complete with one piece of construction equipment. Each set in poly bag with tab. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 16.6 lbs.

3017 — VAN TRUCK
Approximately 14” long. Modern chassis with Blow Moulded Van style trailer with open end and swivel snap coupling. Each packed in poly bag with tab. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 12.0 lbs.

3018 — OIL TANKER
Approximately 14” long. Modern chassis with Blow Moulded Oil Tanker back and swivel snap. Each in poly bag with tab. 24 per carton. Approximately 12.0 lbs.

3022 — TOW TRUCK
Approximately 17” long. Sturdily moulded of bright poly. Packed each set in poly bag with tab. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 16.8 lbs.

3023 — HEAVY DUTY DUMP TRUCK
Approximately 19½” long. Ruggedly moulded with large capacity dumping back. Packed bulk, 12 per carton. Approximate weight 33.5 lbs.
3031 — FIRE TRUCK
Approximately 21½" long with removable ladder, hose, winding reel, rotating tilting search light. Pack-ed each in a poly bag with tab. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 24.0 lbs.

3032 — AERIAL FIRE ENGINE
Approximately 23" long. Moulded in bright fire engine red of sturdy polyethylene. Features, snap together swivel coupling, aerial extension ladder; two section standard extension ladder and removable fire axes. Aerial ladder rotates, raises and extends by individual hand wheels. Packed each in a box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 10.0 lbs.

3105 — “HOT LINE” DIESEL DUMP TRUCK
Approximately 18" long. Ruggedly moulded, large capacity dumping back has lever action and is complete with hinged tail gate. Packed bulk, 6 per carton. Approximate weight 13.2 lbs.

3106 — “HOT LINE” DIESEL CEMENT MIXER
Approximately 18" long. Rotating mixer drum has adjustable cement chute and tilts by lever. Packed each in poly bag with tab. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 16.0 lbs.

3107 — “HOT LINE” TANDEM DUMP TRUCK
Approximately 28" long. A sturdy truck with a big load capacity. The truck is mounted on 12 large diameter wheels, has tilt cab and swinging tailgate. Packed bulk, 6 per carton. Approximate weight 23.8 lbs.

3121 — HEAVY DUTY DIESEL DUMP TRUCK
Approximately 18" long. New modern heavy duty chassis ruggedly moulded, large capacity dumping back has lever action and hinged tailgate. Packed each in a display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 19.3 lbs.
3123 — HEAVY DUTY DIESEL CEMENT MIXER
Approximately 18” long. New modern style chassis. Rotating mixer drum has adjustable cement chute and tilts by lever. Packed each in display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 20.8 lbs.

3124 — HEAVY DUTY DIESEL POWER SHOVEL
Approximately 25” long. New modern style chassis with rugged power shovel. Packed each in display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 23.7 lbs.

3141 — DUMP TRUCK
Approximately 27” long. Ruggedly moulded and constructed with ten free running wheels and tilting heavy duty dump back. Packed each in a box, 4 per carton. Approximate weight 26.0 lbs.

3142 — STAKE TRUCK W/TARP
Approximately 27” long. Rugged polyethylene construction with ten free running wheels. Comes complete with removable tarp and tarp racks. Packed each in a box. 4 per carton. Approximate weight 29.0 lbs.

WHAT’S NEW FOR 1970?
LOOK FOR THIS SIGN

3145 — GIANT EARTH HAULER
Approximately 28” long. Rugged heavy duty Earth Hauler with free turning swivel coupling. Modern design front end with tipping hauler. Packed each in a box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 28.0 lbs.
3161 — TOW TRUCK
Approximately 21" long. Rugged poly construction complete with tow hook and line and winch with ratchet control. Packed each in display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 21.0 lbs.

3171 — MAMMOTH DUMP TRUCK
Approximately 21" long. A big durable toy in bright colours with large capacity dump body. Has six free running wheels and tilt cab that reveals detailed engine. Packed each in a display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 21.0 lbs.

3172 — MAMMOTH CAR TRANSPORT
Approximately 33" long with detachable double deck carrier and four cars. Tilt cab shows “Engine” complete with adjustable stops and ramps for cars; dolly wheels on carrier. Packed each set in colourful box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 31.8 lbs.

3173 — CAR TRANSPORT
Approximately 21" long with detachable double deck carrier and four cars. Moulded in sturdy colourful poly with free running wheels. Packed each in a box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 17.5 lbs.

3176 — JUMBO OIL TANKER
Approximately 30" long. Tilting cab chassis with blow moulded Oil Tanker back. Comes complete with windshield and clicker motor sound. Packed each in a box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 27.0 lbs.
3701 — RIDE-EM LOCOMOTIVE
Approximately 19”. Safe for toddlers in durable poly. Packed bulk. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 22.5 lbs.

3702 — RIDE-EM FOUR IN ONE TRUCK
Approximately 26” long. Moulded in bright durable poly with operating horn in steering wheel. Seat is removable and with spare caster supplied the truck makes into four toys. The rear section like a Kiddie Car! Each in printed corrugated box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 31.6 lbs.

3706 — “HOPPER-CHOPPER” RIDE-EM HELICOPTER
Approximately 23” long. All blow moulded body with free running wheels. Brightly decorated. Comes complete with “Chopper Rear”. Packed bulk. 4 per carton. Approximate weight 14.0 lbs.

3707 — RIDE-EM PEDAL DRIVEN HELICOPTER
Approximately 18” x 26½”. This rugged pedal driven Helicopter was designed and built for the active youngster. Completely moulded in durable polyethylene for indoor or outdoor play. Simple to operate pedal mechanism and turning ability. Packed each in a carton. Approximate weight 7.0 lbs.

3708 — CIRCUS WAGON
Approximately 23” long. Two brightly decorated horses bob up and down as the Circus Wagon rolls along. The wagon has realistic detail and is moulded in durable polyethylene. Suitable for indoor or outdoor play. Packed each in a box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 4.2 lbs.

3709 — RIDE-EM DUNE BUGGY
Approximately 23” x 12” x 11½”. Moulded in durable bright polyethylene. Comes complete with movable steering wheel, Big 5” front wheels and 7” rear wheels. Body decorated with silver spray and flower stickers. Packed bulk. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 28.0 lbs.

3715 — RIDE-EM TOT ROD
Approximately 20½” x 19”. Stylish Tot Rod moulded in durable plastic — will not mar furniture. Complete with built in operating horn and hook up features suited for indoor or outdoor play. Each in a box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 18.8 lbs.
3717 — RIDE-EM MOTORCYCLE
Approximately 19 1/2” x 22 1/2”. Realistically designed Motorcycle. Moulded in durable colourful polyethylene. Comes complete with built in operating horn. Brightly decorated body and wheels. Packed each in a carton. Approximate weight 7.0 lbs.

3718 — RIDE-EM TOT ROD
Approximately 14 1/2” x 19 1/2”. Stylish Tot Rod moulded in durable plastic — will not mar furniture. Comes complete with sturdy moulded plastic handle bar and built in horn with hook-up feature. Suited for indoor or outdoor play. Packed each in a box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 16.5 lbs.

3719 — RIDE-EM FIXER TRUCK
Approximately 32” long. Constructed of sturdy polyethylene with adjustable seat, operating horn in steering wheel, balloon type wheels with coloured centre discs, side panels, bumper and spare tire. They’re all removable with custom wrench and heavy duty jumbo screw driver. Packed one per carton. Approximate weight 6.5 lbs.

3720 — RIDE-EM SWAN ROCKER
Approximately 32” long. Constructed in washable plastic in bright colours. Features safety belt and all metal rockers. Packed one per carton. Approximate weight 5.2 lbs.

3726 — RIDE-EM SCOOTER
Approximately 24” x 23”. Smooth riding with four decorated wheels for easy balance. All plastic construction with heavy duty axles. Packed each in a box partially assembled. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 24.1 lbs.

3734 — WAGON
Approximately 16” long, 8 1/4” wide and 6 1/2” high, 20” long handle and comes with 4” free running wheels. Moulded in bright durable polyethylene and a hot stamp design on the side. Packed bulk. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 7.0 lbs.
3735 — MINI BOGGAN
Approximately 40" long. Mini-Boggan is the safe, durable, one piece polyethylene slider. No dangerous metal runners, no wooden slats to break, nothing to come apart, no storage problem. So easy to handle kids don’t need Mom or Dad to take them sliding. Individually packed in attractive wrap around sleeve with carrying handle. Packed 12 per carton. Approximate weight 17.0 lbs.

3741 — TRACTOR
Approximately 20 1/2". Rugged polythene tractor trimmed in silver. Mounted on rugged steel axles with tough wheels. Completely assembled. Packed bulk. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 19.5 lbs.

3742 — B. M. RACER
Approximately 34" long. Moulded in durable polyethylene with operating Horn and Steering Wheel. Comes complete with moulded design, exhaust and steering mechanism. Packed bulk. 4 per carton. Approximate weight 30.0 lbs.

3743 — RIDE-EM APPOLO ROCKET
Approximately 30" long. Rocket shaped Ride-Em Toy all blow moulded body and free running wheels. Handle bar that turns the front wheels. Comes in bright colours and decorated with pressure sensitive stickers. Packed bulk. 4 per carton. Approximate weight 17.5 lbs.

3744 — SKI-MOBILE
Approximately 35" long, 16" high, 9 1/4" wide. Designed of strong blow moulded polyethylene to the finest detail. Free running wheels and turning front skis and colourful decoration. Partly assembled and packed each in a carton. Approximate weight 10.5 lbs.
3749 — RIDE-EM — SLIDE-EM RACER
Approximately 50” jumbo racer. All blow moulded body, wheels and skis. Two in one item. For summer use with wheels, for use in the snow this item converts easily to a ski-mobile by removing the wheels and attaching skis. Packed each in a carton. Approximate weight 15.0 lbs.

3748 — SNOW SAUCER
Approximately 27” diameter Snow Saucer. All blow moulded in sturdy colourful plastic. Can be used kneeling, sitting or lying down. Goes in straight line or spins by shifting your weight. Pack bulk. 4 per carton. Approximate weight 25.0 lbs.

3747 — GIANT RIDE-EM TRACTOR
Approximately 27” long. This rugged pedal driven Tractor was designed and built for the active youngster. Moulded in durable polyethylene for indoor or outdoor play. Has heavy duty front fork, large diameter wheels, extra strength design and trailer hook-up ensures greater play value and safety. Packed each in a box. Approximate weight 9.5 lbs.

3755 — JUNIOR RIDE-EM TRACTOR
Approximately 22”. This durable pedal-driven tractor is modern in every way. Moulded in sturdy, non-rusting polyethylene for indoor and outdoor play. Non-tipping design with wide track rear wheels and rear hook-up. Realistic engine detail with colourful grill and head lights will delight the younger set. Packed each in a box. Approximate weight 6.5 lbs.

3756 — GIANT RIDE-EM TRACTOR
Approximately 30” long. This rugged pedal driven tractor is fully moulded in durable polyethylene. Has heavy duty brightly coloured front fork, large diameter wheels, extra strength design and trailer hook-up ensures greater play value and safety — suited for indoor or outdoor play. Packed each in a colourful printed box. Approximate weight 10.75 lbs.
3761 — RIDE-EM TRICYCLE
Approximately 26". An outstanding riding toy, ruggedly moulded poly construction one piece front and rear axle, non-tipping design handle bars are plated and finished with handle grips and streamers. Packed one per carton. Approximate weight 8.0 lbs.

3760 — CHAIN DRIVEN TRACTOR

3762 — MOON CAR — FUN WHEEL
Approximately 34" x 21". A new modern design Ride-Em toy. All blow moulded body, wheels and rugged one piece handle bars and fork assembly. Moulded in bright mod colours and attractively decorated. Packed each in a carton. Approximate weight 12.0 lbs.
RIDE-EM HORSES

Moulded bodies of durable polyethylene with sturdy live action springs, patented step-up, heavy duty vinyl reins, metal bits and metal plated stirrups. Packed each in a carton.

3919 — 35" SPRING HORSE
Palomino. Approximate weight 18.0 lbs.

3923 — 35" SPRING HORSE
Palomino. Approximate weight 18.0 lbs.

3924 — 35" SPRING HORSE
Black. Approximate weight 18.0 lbs.

3933 — 44" SPRING HORSE
Palomino. Approximate weight 21.0 lbs.

3934 — 44" SPRING HORSE
Black. Approximate weight 21.0 lbs.

3941 — STALLION SPRING HORSE
Approximately 45". Fully moulded polyethylene body with fine detail throughout. Mounted on durable all metal stand suspended on 60 lbs. springs with patented step-up, heavy duty vinyl reins, metal bit and metal plated stirrups. Packed each in a carton. Approximate weight 30.0 lbs.
5101 — PONY GO ROUND
Approximately 8" x 6½" Musical Carousel. Large easy wind up knob sets a high quality musical movement into action as the ponies go round and round. Each in a box, 6 per carton. Approximate weight 7.1 lbs.

5105 — MELODY QUEEN
Approximately 13". Musical Paddle Boat. Large easy wind knob sets a high quality musical movement into action as the paddle wheels make the boat sail on the land and in the water. Each in a box, 6 per carton. Approximate weight 9.75 lbs.

5110 — FLUTTERBALL ASSORTMENT
Approximately 7" diameter. Moulded in durable acetate. It rolls, or floats, or spins, as the birds or butterflies tumble within, as the multi-coloured particles rattle and roll. Each in self counter display. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 8.1 lbs.

5121 — CHIME BELLS PUSH TOY
Approximately 25" coloured balls bounce up and down ringing chimes. Moulded in poly in bright colours. Packed each in a box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 13.0 lbs.

5142 — ROLY POLY CLOWN
Approximately 7½". Circus character returns to upright position with sound effects. Each in poly bag with tab. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 19.8 lbs.

5156 — SPINNING BALL PULL TOY
Approximately 11". Simulated cart with brightly coloured man. Runs on four large donut style wheels. Coloured particles within flutter ball rattle and roll as they ride on the wheels of the cart. Removable flutter ball floats, spins and rolls. Each in a box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 16.5 lbs.
5157 — "SNOOPY" DOG PULL TOY
Approximately 11". All blow moulded in bright colours. Eyes roll as dog is pulled along. Complete with cord. Packed bulk. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 22.0 lbs.

5158 — KIDDIE KOPTER PUSH-PULL TOY

5161 — JINGLE BELL BLOCKS
Eight safe sanitary poly blocks with musical note decoration and complete with jingle bells inside. Each set in poly bag with tab. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 10.2 lbs.

5162 — BLOW MOULDED BLOCKS
Fifteen 2" alphabet blocks of safe washable poly in bright assorted colours. Each set in poly bag with tab. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 27.2 lbs.

5163 — BLOW MOULDED BLOCKS
Thirty-two 2" blocks as 5162. Each set in poly bag with tab. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 40.1 lbs.

5168 — BUILDING BLOCK SET
A new concept of Building Blocks for the pre-schooler. Set consists of sixteen blow moulded rectangular inter-locking blocks in bright assorted colours. Packed one set per platform box — shrink. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 32.0 lbs.
EASYLOCK BRICKS
Finely detailed bricks of safe, durable plastic in realistic colours. They lock securely in place to make firm secure structures. The sets include half bricks, gable bricks, foundation sections, doors, windows, green roof sections and instruction sheet. Each set in four colour litho box.

5171 - EASYLOCK BRICKS
Packed 24 per carton. Approximate weight 10.4 lbs.

5172 - EASYLOCK BRICKS
Packed 12 per carton. Approximate weight 11.4 lbs.

5173 - EASYLOCK BRICKS
Packed 12 per carton. Approximate weight 20.6 lbs.

5174 - EASYLOCK BRICKS
Packed 12 per carton. Approximate weight 28.0 lbs.

ARCHITECT SET
Miniature panels moulded in fine detail of safe, durable plastic. Panels lock securely in place to produce firm, secure structures. Each set contains doors, windows, wall and roof panels and foundation sections. Each set in colourful box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 18.0 lbs.

TAKE-A-PART TRUCK ASSORTMENT
Approximately 12¼" long moulded in bright durable polyethylene. Has many exciting features for the pre-schooler. Can be completely dismantled and put together again with plastic wrench and screw driver provided. A proven educational toy. Comes assorted as Tow Truck, Fire Truck and Dump Truck (with four barrels) each in shrink display, 12 per carton. Approximate weight 9.3 lbs.
5405 — TAKE-A-PART JEEP
Approximately 11” long. Moulded in bright durable polyethylene. Has same exciting features as the 5404 Truck assortment. Packed each on Shrink display Platform. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 9.3 lbs.

5415 — TIMBERLAND EXPRESS
Approximately 12 1/4” long. A rugged pull along Engine with ringing bell. An attractive eye catching toy. Packed each in a box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 28.0 lbs.

5412 — CALLIOPE W/HORSE
Approximately 19” long Pull Toy. Bright blow moulded body and horse on free running wheels. As the pull toy is pulled along, three colourful bells bob and musical chimes play. Packed each in a box. 6 per carton. Approximately 16.0 lbs.

5413 — GALLOPING HORSE PULL TOY
Realistic galloping action-horse bobs up and down as the toy is pulled on four donut style wheels. Packed bulk. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 14.0 lbs.

5416 — KLONDYKE WILLIE
Approximately 26” long. A rugged Engine with ringing bell and detachable side tipping mineral truck. Packed each in a box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 24.0 lbs.
5522 — SCOOT'EM CHICKEN TRUCK
The action truck that is "Fun on Wheels". The farm yard corral holds brightly coloured, young chickens who peck, peck, peck independently of each other, creating a loud pecking sound, to delight pre-schoolers, as they push or pull the truck. Reliable gear-drive with safety clutch. Non-marring wheels, deep grooved Day-Glo tires. Made of high impact plastic. Approximately 9¼". Packed each in full colour box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 8.3 lbs.

5551 — SCOOT'EM FIRE ENGINE
Designed for the little hands and big imaginations of pre-schoolers. The Scoot'Em Fire Engine offers play adventure and a variety of coordinated learning activities. The bright red fire truck comes with a crew of delightful removable "Little Firemen" and a Ring-Ding-A-Ling Fire Bell. The ladder has two sections for stacking, can be positioned four ways and has its own storage compartment. The "Little Firemen" ride in the back or mount the ladder as if climbing and their tiny helmets can be removed and replaced. Made from high impact plastic. Approximately 11". Packed each in a full colour box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 10.8 lbs.

5523 — SCOOT'EM LITTLE PEOPLE TRUCK
Little ones play as their imaginations and co-ordination skills get a workout. Take the family on a trip, bring Jane to dancing lessons, take Bobby to the Dentist, pick up Billy from school, etc. Busy, busy little minds swing into action as the "Little People" are moved from truck to floor and back again. Encourages thinking. Six figures fit into shaped slots. Intriguing motor sound delights the pre-schooler. Made of high impact plastic. Approximately 10¼". Packed each in a full colour box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 9.7 lbs.

5530 — SCOOT'EM ASSORTMENT
Assortment consists of 5522 — Chicken Truck, 5523 — Little People Truck and 5551 — Fire Truck. Packed in a full colour box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 10.0 lbs.

5501 — SCOOT'EM CEMENT MIXER
Exciting action for the beginning walker or active pusher! As the Day-Glo tires rotate, colourful balls automatically pop and hop around in the hopper. An intriguing motor sound plus the popping sound of balls is fascinating to tots. Made of high impact plastic. The youngsters will enjoy many miles of safe fun and work with his Scoot'Em Cement Mixer. Approximately 9½". Packed each in full colour box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 9.5 lbs.

5502 — SCOOT'EM CAROUSEL
A joy for girl or boy. A truck carousel to spark the imagination. Carousel merrily revolves, ringing a bell as the truck is pushed or pulled. Made of high impact plastic. Approximately 9", packed each in full colour box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 9.7 lbs.

5503 — SCOOT'EM ICE CREAM TRUCK
The Ice Cream Truck is a natural favourite like the real thing but with the unusual features of the "Almost Real" Ice Cream Bars. Each Bar fits into its own special slot in the truck. "Good Humor" bell rings as the truck is pulled or pushed. Made of high impact plastic in delicious colours. Approximately 9½". Packed each in full colour box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 10.4 lbs.

5510 — SCOOT-EM ASSORTMENT
Assortment consists of 5501 — Cement Mixer, 5502 — Carousel and 5503 — Ice Cream Truck. Each packed in full colour box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 9.7 lbs.
5541 - SCOOT'EM AIRPLANE
Ready for take-off! The sound of the engine intrigues "Young Pilots" as they taxi to the runway. Specially customized, expertly detailed. Pilot in cockpit removes for floor play. Jumbo Donut Wheels provide super traction for spinning the propeller. Made of high impact plastic. Approximately 9 1/2". Packed each in a full colour box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 7.2 lbs.

5545 - SCOOT'EM TUG BOAT
A proud, colourful beauty from stem to stern. This rugged worker of the harbour fleet has built in "over-the-wave" action. The skipper and deck hand complete the crew. All can be removed from deck for floor play. Specially designed stack removes to expose whistle which permits skipper to "Sound-Off". Made of high-impact plastic. Packed each in a full colour box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 7.1 lbs.

5549 - SCOOT'EM FARM TRACTOR
Makes a farm hand out of every preschooler. Three different shaped action pistons move up and down, are removable from engine and must be replaced in proper receptacle. Intriguing motor sound. Specially designed internal clutch protects moving parts. Non-marring heavy tractor cleat wheels. Made of high impact plastic. Approximately 10". Packed each in a full colour box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 9.9 lbs.

5521 - SCOOT'EM DONUT TRUCK
A pull toy that entertains — and educates. A popular co-ordinating stacker with five gaily coloured removable donuts. Graduated in size to offer dexterity and challenge. Flexible plastic stacker is cone shaped, fixed to fancy platter and fastened to Scoot'Em chassis. Jumbo strawberry screws to top of cone. Gentle bell rings when pulled. Made of high-impact plastic. Packed each in a full colour box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 10.0 lbs.

5803 - CLOWNIN - N' AROUND
8 remarkable acrobatic clowns with multiple interlocking and balancing features — stand and stack on one another in more than 297,844 stacking combinations! Each colourful clown can be turned 360° at the waist. Fun, fascinating and hours of play entertainment. Made of safe non-toxic polyethylene. Packaged each set on blister card. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 5.5 lbs.

5621 - SCOOT'EM DONUT TRUCK
A pull toy that entertains — and educates. A popular co-ordinating stacker with five gaily coloured removable donuts. Graduated in size to offer dexterity and challenge. Flexible plastic stacker is cone shaped, fixed to fancy platter and fastened to Scoot'Em chassis. Jumbo strawberry screws to top of cone. Gentle bell rings when pulled. Made of high-impact plastic. Packed each in a full colour box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 10.0 lbs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5900</td>
<td>LIL' NUFFINS PLAY PEOPLE</td>
<td>8 piece set. Beautifully sculptured detail. Unbreakable plastic. Stimulates a whole world of imagination by role playing in the world of fun and make believe. Packed each on a blister card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 4.0 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5901</td>
<td>PLAY KITCHEN</td>
<td>7 piece set. &quot;Unbreakable&quot; plastic. 2 Lil' Nuffins (boy, girl) babushka, stove-sink combination, food tray, chicken tray and refrigerator. Packed each on a blister card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 5.0 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5903</td>
<td>PLAY LUNCHEON</td>
<td>14 piece set. &quot;Unbreakable Plastic&quot;. 3 Lil' Nuffins (2 girls, 1 boy) bonnet, man's hat, 4 place settings, 4 chairs and table. Packed each on a blister card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 6.5 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5911</td>
<td>FIRST AID STATION</td>
<td>13 piece set. &quot;Unbreakable Plastic&quot;. 3 Lil' Nuffins (2 boys, 1 girl), attendant's cap, bonnet, stethoscope, examination table, X-Ray, neckbrace, eye patch, arm sling, reflector, and head bandage. Packed each on a blister card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 10.0 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5913</td>
<td>NURSES OFFICE</td>
<td>14 piece set. &quot;Unbreakable Plastic&quot;. 3 Lil' Nuffins (2 boys, 1 girl) bonnet, man's dress hat, attendant's cap, nurse's cap, X-Ray unit, examination table, arm sling, baby, neckbrace, large desk, head bandage, doctor's bag, medical tray, stethoscope, reflector, eye patch, scale, small desk and 3 chairs. Packed each on a blister card. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 6.3 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5915</td>
<td>DOCTOR NURSES HOSPITAL SET</td>
<td>25 piece set. &quot;Unbreakable Plastic&quot;. 4 Lil' Nuffins, (2 boys, 2 girls) bonnet, man's dress hat, attendant's cap, nurse's cap, X-Ray unit, examination table, arm sling, baby, neckbrace, large desk, head bandage, doctor's bag, medical tray, stethoscope, reflector, eye patch, scale, small desk and 3 chairs. Packed each on a blister card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 9.0 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5921</td>
<td>SPORTS CAR SET</td>
<td>10 piece set. &quot;Unbreakable Plastic&quot;. 3 Lil' Nuffins (2 boys, 1 girl) cap with bill, attendant's cap, tool counter, gas station sign, jack, water can and gas pumps with integral hose. Packed each on a blister card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 6.5 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5923</td>
<td>SERVICE STATION SET</td>
<td>14 piece set. &quot;Unbreakable Plastic&quot;. 4 Lil' Nuffins, (1 boy, 1 girl) babushka, man's dress hat, rake, shovel, hoe, wheelbarrow, and farm basket. Packed each on a blister card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 9.5 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5925</td>
<td>AUTO SERVICE CENTRE</td>
<td>11 piece set. &quot;Unbreakable Plastic&quot;. 3 Lil' Nuffins (2 boys, 1 girl) cap with bill, man's dress hat, babushka, trailer, dozer blade, cap with bill and bonnet. Packed each on a blister card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 7.0 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5931</td>
<td>GARDEN SET</td>
<td>9 piece set. &quot;Unbreakable Plastic&quot;. 2 Lil' Nuffins (1 boy, 1 girl) babushka, man's dress hat, rake, shovel, hoe, wheelbarrow, and farm basket. Packed each on a blister card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 4.5 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5933</td>
<td>FARM TRACTOR SET</td>
<td>17 piece set. &quot;Unbreakable Plastic&quot;. 4 Lil' Nuffins, (2 boys, 2 girls) bonnet, cap with bill, man's dress hat, babushka, trailer, dozer blade, wheelbarrow, farm basket, disc, harrow, hoe, rake, shovel, and tractor. Packed each on a blister card. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 5.3 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5935</td>
<td>FARM &amp; GARDEN SET</td>
<td>12 piece set. &quot;Unbreakable Plastic&quot;. 3 Lil' Nuffins (2 boys, 1 girl) tractor, trailer, disc, harrow, dozer blade, cap with bill and bonnet. Packed each on a blister card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 7.0 lbs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The descriptions include a mix of toys and play sets, such as Lil' Nuffins, Play Kitchen, Play Lunccheon, Play Housekeeping, First Aid Station, Nurses Office, Doctor Nurses Hospital Set, Sports Car Set, Service Station Set, Garden Set, Farm Tractor Set, and Farm & Garden Set. Each set is packed on a blister card and includes various components designed for role-playing scenarios.